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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 1A meteor propagation model based on �tting thedi�erential equations of meteor motionPeter S. Gural351 Samantha Drive, Sterling, Virginia 20164-5539, USApeter.s.gural�sai.omThe di�erential equations that desribe meteor motion through the atmosphere during the time ofluminous �ight does not have a losed-form solution to the state propagation vetors. Presentedherein is a preliminary model that is an approximate parameterization to the integral solutions thatare stritly dependent on the mass loss parameter β. The resultant model for position, and thusveloity, as a funtion of time and β, an be used to �t meteor and �reball trajetories that showdeeleration over the entire visible duration of the �ight pro�le.1 IntrodutionThe deeleration of a meteor through the atmospherehas been disussed in a number of papers that desribethe lassial physial behavior through a set of dynam-ial equations of motion (e.g., Peina and Cepleha,1984; Gritsevih, 2009; Gritsevih and Koshny, 2011).The resultant solution for the veloity propagation, how-ever, has only been derived down to a ompliated ex-pression for the di�erential equation of veloity withrespet to time. The integral equation thus obtainedfrom the dV/dt expression has not been shown to havea losed form solution. Thus to �t the state vetor mea-surements of a deelerating meteor, one has to resortto iteratively solving the di�erential equation or use asimpler model for veloity, suh as one that is onstant
V = V0 or exponential in time V = V0 − Ck exp(kt)(Whipple and Jahia, 1957). Sine these simpler mod-els may not be valid over the entire duration of a deeplypenetrating �reball, meteorists often resort to �ttingthem over shorter time segments and linking the solu-tions together. Thus, it would be desirable to �nd amore general expression for the propagation that wouldpermit a single �t along the entire luminous �ight path.This an also be used as a meteor propagation model forfully-oupled multi-amera trajetory estimation (Gu-ral, 2012).2 The integral equation for time andveloityThe basi di�erential equations for drag and mass losswill not be repeated here, but an be found in the paperby Gritsevih (2009), and the nomenlature follows thatpaper's onvention. Under the assumptions of no de-�etion from straight line path, isothermal atmosphere,and power-law relationship between shape and mass,that paper derives the di�erential equations for mass-versus-height and veloity-versus-height. The resultantequations are found to be dependent on only three di-mensionless parameters: the ballisti oe�ient α, themass loss parameter β, and the shape-to-mass power

exponent µ. Furthermore, a di�erential equation forveloity dV/dt was also derived, that is dependent onthe entry veloity Ve, the trajetory angle γ, the atmo-spheri sale height h0, and the mass loss parameter β,as shown in equation (1), where ν = V (t)/Ve is the nor-malized veloity and Ei(y) is the exponential integral1.
dV

dt
= V 2

e ν2 sinγ
Ei(β) − Ei(βν2)

2h0eβν2
. (1)The �rst three parameters mentioned represent a salefator on the deeleration, and only the β parameterin�uenes the shape of the veloity pro�le versus time.This inspired an intriguing thought that a general modelfor veloity ould be obtained whose pro�le would onlybe a funtion of time t and β. The di�erential equa-tion for veloity, when reformulated into an integral asin equation (2), relates a veloity νk to a time tk. Un-fortunately, this integral does not have a known losed-form solution. Note that the integral's limits are 1 to

νk, representing times of 0 and tk, respetively.
tk = −

2h0

Ve sinγ

∫
eβν2

Ei(β) − Ei(βν2)

dν

ν2
. (2)For a �xed value of β, one ould perform the integrationnumerially for a sequene of integral limit values νkand build a urve of νk(tk). If a funtional form forthe veloity pro�le ould be obtained empirially, then,by parameterizing over the potential range of β values,the family of urves for ν(t, β) an be modeled, any oneof whih should math a given �reball's �ight pro�le.To �nd a model for ν(t, β), the �rst step was to formthe set of veloity urves using a Matlab sript thatwas implemented to numerially integrate equation (2).The resulting veloity pro�les as a funtion of time forvarious β values is shown in Figure 1, where the termoutside the integral was set to unity. The mass lossparameter from previously measured meteors has beenfound to fall in a range of lnβ between −2.5 and +3.5based on prior results of dozens of deeply penetrating�reballs. Those were the limits used to build veloityurves with spaing between β values adjusted to spanthe shapes of the urves more uniformly.1Ei(y) =

R

y

−∞
u
−1 exp(u)du.
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2 Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012

Figure 1 � Veloity versus time ν(t, β) pro�les for variousvalues of β (β = 0.0070, 0.7551, 1.5189, 2.2222, 2.9889,
3.7965, 4.6691, 5.8958, 8.1317, 12.6030, and 22.0027).If an empirial formula for ν(t, β) ould be determined,then the model ould be used to minimize the errorrelative to atual veloity measurements and thus �ndthe β value for a meteor. Alternatively, a formula forthe position x as a funtion of time and β ould alsobe empirially found; x(t, β) and its derivative wouldthen serve as the veloity model. Either model is use-ful beause they both depend on a single parameter βand thus simplify the minimization of a ost funtionfor doing a measurement to model �t. Sine the modelis most likely non-linear in nature, the single parameterminimization should also be more robust to potentialissues with getting trapped in loal minima. By inte-grating the individual veloity pro�les from Figure 1,one obtains the position versus time urves shown inFigure 2 for the same set of β values.

Figure 2 � Position versus time x(t, β) pro�les for variousvalues of β (β = 0.0070, 0.7551, 1.5189, 2.2222, 2.9889,
3.7965, 4.6691, 5.8958, 8.1317, 12.6030, and 22.0027).The position pro�les show a slow hange in time forsmall values of the mass loss parameter β and an in-reasing abrupt and disontinuous break as the massloss parameter grows to greater than 5. These high β

ases orrespond to �reballs that atastrophially dis-integrate as if they have slammed into a brik wall andvery rapidly reahed terminal veloity. But they alsorepresent the most di�ult to build a general propaga-tion model for, beause of the abrupt hange in veloity.Continuous funtions do not behave this way and areassoiated with ringing artifats when trying to �t tosharp orners in data. At a minimum, the desire willbe to �nd a monotoni and single-valued funtion withtime.3 Finding a model for position versustimeThe simple expressions for meteor propagation, be itlinear x = V0t or with an exponential term x = V0t −
C exp(kt), are not desriptive of the urves shown inFigure 2 for long-duration or signi�antly deeleratingmeteors (high β values). Sine the integral equationis intratable, one ould try to guess at a reasonableformula, but this approah too was found to be nearlyimpossible.However, it turns out there is a software tool on theweb for disovering underlying mathematial expres-sions in data. It is alled Eureqa Formulize for ver-sion II (Shmidt and Lipson, 2009) and is billed as asoftware tool for deteting equations and hidden math-ematial relationships in your data. The software at-tempts many permutations of mathematial ombina-tions of basi funtions and builds on formulae with themost promising residuals relative to the measurements.It ombines, trims, and mutates funtion ombinations,ultimately trying to �nd the simplest mathematial for-mula whih ould desribe the underlying data.The Formulize software was attempted on the posi-tional data urves x(t, β) obtained by integrating theveloity pro�les rather than applying Formulize di-retly to the veloity pro�les ν(t, β) themselves. Thiswas preferred, sine taking the derivative of x(t, β) laterwas deemed simpler for formulating an analyti veloitymodel after the positional model equation was obtained.The program was run for several weeks on a single CPUand, at the time this paper was written, had not foundthe optimal solution, but several potential expressionshad arisen from the proess.Most of the formulae that the appliation seems to grav-itate to, revolve around an exponential model where theexponent term has an inverse time dependeny. For-mulize was found to have the greatest di�ulty withthe high β urves where the deeleration of the me-teor happens very abruptly over short time sales. Itwas found that running Formulize on eah β aseseparately allowed for quiker onvergene to a generimodel, and, then, that model had its oe�ients �t asa funtion of β. The following model has generated thebest �t thus far, but we must emphasize this is still awork in progress and the model presented should there-fore not be onstrued as the �nal best answer.
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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 34 Fit performaneBy the time of the IMC in September 2012, the resultobtained from Formulize was a good representationof the position propagation for β values less than 3.In equations (3)�(11), the position parameterization isshown as a funtion of time and β, where eah ci oef-�ient is itself a polynomial funtion of β. Again, thesevalues and formulae should not be taken as �nal. Theresidual plots of Figure 3 are shown up to β = 4 sinethe oe�ient �ts for ci were only valid up to that value.So, we found
x(t) = t +

c1 + c2t

c3 + c4e
c5+c6t

c7+et
+c8t

, (3)where
c1 = +0.34087 + 2.6517β (4)
c2 = −0.50104 − 2.6621β + 0.89817β

2
− 0.097926β

3 (5)
c3 = +0.81913 + 4.2046β − 1.5428β

2 + 0.16662β
3 (6)

c4 = +19.548 + 109.15β − 41.522β
2 + 4.0013β

3 (7)
c5 = +179.04 + 425.61β − 65.534β

2 (8)
c6 = +28.46 − 77.083β + 9.1122β

2 (9)
c7 = +45.027 + 129.66β − 228.04β

2 + 223.16β
3

−124.53β
4 + 39.119β

5
− 6.4418β

6 + 0.42978β
7(10)

c8 = +0.40731 + 0.033279β (11)

Figure 3 � Position residual (normalized units) versus time
xmodel(t, β) − x(t, β) for various values of β (β = 0.7551,
1.5189, 2.2222, 2.9889, and 3.7965).5 Conlusion and next stepsA preliminary model for meteor motion propagation hasbeen obtained from the di�erential equations desribingmeteor ablation dynamis. This inludes a position and

veloity model as a funtion of time and mass loss pa-rameter β. It urrently is valid up to β values of 3 whihrepresents about 80% of deeply penetrating �reballs en-ountered thus far. Further re�nement of the model isa work in progress with the hope that a simpler expres-sion an be obtained.One issue is �nding a model formula to handle the neardisontinuity in the high β urves. One path may beto have two models that smoothly overlap the regimesof low β and high β. An attempt at �nding a goodmodel for high β is the goal for the next phase of theFormulize runs. Another aspet that will be pursuedis that the exponential integral funtion may need tobe used as a formula within Formulize. This is be-ing investigated as a possibility. A third approah isto remove the terminal veloity portion of the positionurves that Formulize is trying to work on. They wereput in to see if the long onstant veloity tails ould helpbound the behavior of the funtions �tting the deeler-ating setions of the urves. However, an alternative isto assume we only have to �t over the luminous �ightportion of the trak. Thus �nding an expression thatmay be able to bend abruptly for high mass loss pa-rameter but behaves poorly after the bend in the datamay be adequate, beause we would never be �tting themodel to dark �ight measurements. So long as the fun-tion behaves well during luminous �ight measurements,the model should work seamlessly within the trajetory�tting appliation.ReferenesGritsevih M. I. (2009). �Determination of parametersof meteor bodies on �ight observational data�. Ad-vanes in Spae Researh, 44, 323�334.Gritsevih M. I. and Koshny D. (2011). �Constrainingthe luminous e�ieny of meteors�. Iarus, 212,877�884.Gural P. (2012). �A new method of meteor trajetorydetermination applied to multiple unsynhronizedvideo ameras�. Meteoritis and Planetary Siene,47, 1405�1418.Peina P. and Cepleha Z. (1984). �Importane of atmo-spheri models for interpretation of photographi�reball data�. Bull. Astron. Inst. Czeh., 35, 120�123.Shmidt M. and Lipson H. (2009). �Distilling free-formnatural laws from experimental data�. Siene,324, 81�85.Whipple F. L. and Jahia L. G. (1957). �Redutionmethods for photographi meteor trails�. Smithso-nian Contributions to Astrophysis, 1, 183�206.


